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Welcome to the Spring 2014 edition of the
Drumstick newsletter.

and I will do my best to address it in the next
edition.

This year is almost behind us and 2015 looms just
beyond the horizon. Despite its many challenges,
both the poultry meat and egg industries continue
to enjoy positive growth in the Australian domestic
market.

Best wishes

On the global front, Rabobank predict that the
strong performance of the poultry industry will
extend into 2015. Closer to home in NSW the
poultry meat industry has shown strong growth
performance in 2014 with new investments and
infrastructure in several regions.
Cordina Chicken Farms recently launched their
new further processing plant at Wyong on the
Central Coast. Baiada have commenced
development of their new 70-shed farming complex
near Tamworth. Inghams are consolidating their
turkey business into NSW whilst Pepe’s Ducks are
in the process of developing one of the largest
duck farming complexes in the southern
hemisphere near Harden NSW.
However, despite strong growth prospects,
growers and processors continue to be squeezed
by rising input costs, especially energy costs in the
form of electricity and gas. These rising costs are
forcing growers and processors alike to continue to
seek further efficiencies in their own businesses
and to search for energy savings to remain
profitable. In response, this edition of the
Drumstick explores some new and innovative
energy saving ideas that we hope will help growers
to reduce their energy costs. Have a look out for
the articles on LED lighting options and solar
power to see if these may be of value to your
business.

Byron Stein, Editor, The Drumstick
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Also in this edition of the Drumstick is an article
about poultry manure direct injection. This story
explores a new technology from the USA that may
provide an option for growers and litter spreaders
who are required to reduce their odour impacts
from spreading spent litter near towns or dwellings.
Thank you for your continued support of the
Drumstick. As usual, if there is any topic of interest
you want me to explore, please send me an email
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The Drumstick
The Drumstick is a free quarterly newsletter produced
by NSW Department of Primary Industries, providing
information and updates for the poultry industry.
Contributions
Letters and stories from growers and industry
personnel are always welcome.
Advertising
1800 copies of The Drumstick are distributed each
edition. We welcome advertisements and offer very
competitive rates.
Contact Vicki Saville for more information.
PO Box 389, Goulburn NSW 2580
T: 02 4828 6600 F: 02 4822 3261
E: vicki.saville@dpi.nsw.gov.au
Sponsorship and inserts are also available.

PROfarm
goes online
PROfarm online delivers training right to your
desktop, offering convenience and easy access at
a time that suits you. Rather than attending at a
fixed time, you can view your training material
online at any time - from any internet connected
computer.
Our learning material is relevant to industry,
intuitive and provides opportunity for collaboration
and interaction with other students and peers.

Cathryn Thomas

While you are enrolled in the course you are able
to login as often as you like, starting and stopping
your course to suit your own schedule.

Editor / Contact details

The enrolment process

The Drumstick
Editor Byron Stein
Department of Primary Industries
159 Auburn Street Goulburn 2580
T: 02 4828 6600 F: 02 4822 3261 M: 0428 259 628
E: byron.stein@dpi.nsw.gov.au

Once enrolled in one of our courses the education
advisor will contact you within five working days to
introduce the course and walk you through the log
in

Desktop publishing

Disclaimer

This will help you to become comfortable with the
online training system and aware of the training
and assessment process.

The information contained in this publication is based
on knowledge and understanding at the time of
writing. However, because of advances in knowledge,
users are reminded of the need to ensure that
information upon which they rely is up to date and to
check the currency of the information with appropriate
advisers.

What training is available?
Available online courses include:


Develop a whole farm plan



Develop and review a farm business plan

Recognising that some information in this document
is provided by third parties, the NSW Department of
Primary Industries, the State of NSW, the author and
the publisher take no responsibility for the accuracy,
currency, reliability, correctness of any information
included in the document provided by third parties.



Maintain farm safety



Manage soils



Manage staff



Prepare budgets and financial reports

Inclusion of an advertisement of sponsors symbol in
this publication does not imply endorsement of the
product or sponsor by NSW Department of Primary
Industries.

How do I enrol?

ALWAYS READ THE LABEL

or get in touch with one of our education advisors:
Tocal College, CB Alexander Campus
Phone: 1800 025 520
Email: profarm@tocal.com

Users of agricultural (or veterinary) chemical
products must always read the label and any
Permit, before using the product, and strictly
comply with the directions on the label and the
conditions of any Permit. Users are not absolved
from compliance with the directions on the label
or the conditions of the Permit by reason of any
statement made or omitted to be made in this
publication.
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You can either: Enrol online at
www.dpi.nsw.gov.au/agriculture/profarm/registration/online
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Drumstick GuidePost
The Drumstick GuidePost contains links to useful websites, resources, contact details and other
information for the poultry industry. The intention is to grow the GuidePost as new resources and
information is gathered and discovered. If you know, or are aware of any useful websites or other
resources pertinent to the industry, and which are not displayed below, please let the Editor know so that
we can continue and develop this resource into a truly useful reference for everyone in the poultry
industry.

Topic

Description

Reference or contact details

Research and Development
RIRDC Chicken Meat Program

This site contains a large number of
very useful project reports ranging from
topics on nutrition, litter re-use, energy
efficiency and much more.

https://rirdc.infoservices.com.au/collecti
ons/cme

Poultry CRC and Poultry Hub

The Poultry CRC conducts research
and drives education and training to
help Australia’s poultry industries
produce more from less, sustainably.

www.poultrycrc.com.au

The Foundation sponsors industry
related research, assists in the training
of scientific personnel and acts in an
industrial liaison capacity.

http://sydney.edu.au/vetscience/founda
tions/prf/introduction.shtml

Poultry Research Foundation

www.poultryhub.org

Peak Industry and Coordinating Bodies
Australian Chicken Meat
Federation

ACMF is the peak coordinating body for
participants in the chicken meat
industries in Australia.

www.chicken.org.au

Australian Chicken Growers
Council

The Australian Chicken Growers
Council (ACGC) Limited represents the
interests of contract meat chicken
growers at the national level.

www.acgc.org.au

Australian Egg Corporation
Limited

The Australian Egg Corporation (AECL)
is a producer owned company which
integrates marketing, research and
development and policy services for the
benefit of all stakeholders.

www.aecl.org

NSW Farmers Contract Poultry
Group

The Contract Poultry Group has 10
members representing all geographic
growing areas of the state on a
proportional basis.

www.nswfarmers.org.au/policy_commit
tees/poultry_meat

Poultry industry news and technical articles
WorldPoultry.net

Global poultry news, events, market
analysis, technical articles and much
more

www.worldpoultry.net

The Poultry Site

Updated daily, the web site delivers up
to-the-minute industry and product
news, technical articles and information
on a wealth of subjects including health
& disease, nutrition, technology and
much more.

www.thepoultrysite.com
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The Poultry Digest

Poultry Digest is the only independent
commercial publication delivering
industry news to the layer (egg) and
broiler chicken meat industries in
Australia and New Zealand. We also
publish information of other commercial
poultry species like duck, turkey and
quail.

http://poultrydigest.com

Biosecurity
Australian Government
Department of Agriculture,
Fisheries and Forestry

The Australian Government Department
of Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry
website has a wealth on information and
resources on biosecurity for the poultry
industry.

www.daff.gov.au/animal-plant
health/pests-diseases
weeds/biosecurity/animal_biosecurity/bi
rd-owners/poultry_biosecurity_manual

Farmbiosecurity.com.au

Farm Biosecurity is a national education
and engagement campaign which aims
to help producers reduce the risk of
diseases, pests and weeds.

www.farmbiosecurity.com.au/

NSW Department of Primary
Industries – Biosecurity Section

Livestock producers and owners are in
the best position to protect their own
animals, and those of their neighbours
and the wider livestock industries, by
adopting good biosecurity practices.

www.dpi.nsw.gov.au/biosecurity/animal

Poultry housing, ventilation, husbandry and other technical information
Auburn University

Poultry ventilation and housing tips.
Based on American research and
conditions.

www.aces.edu/poultryventilation/

University of Delaware Poultry
Extension

Information on just about anything
poultry. Based on American research
and conditions.

http://sites.udel.edu/poultryextension

Avian Advice

Information on just about anything
poultry. Based on American research
and conditions.

www.avianadvice.uark.edu

poultryventilation.com.au

This site contains a wide variety of
information related to poultry house
environmental control and energy
conservation:

www.poultryventilation.com

(University of Georgia)

Animal Welfare
Animal Welfare Science Centre

Our scientific research and teaching
capacity in animal welfare science is
considerable and we have made many
important national and international
contributions to animal welfare
research, teaching and training.

www.animalwelfare.net.au

RSPCA Science Updates

Every quarter, the RSPCA Australia
science team produces the Animal
Welfare Science Update. The aim of the
update is to raise awareness of recent
developments in animal welfare science
that relate to the work of the RSPCA.

www.rspca.org.au/resources/science
updates
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Food Standards and Food Safety
NSW Food Authority

The NSW Food Authority is the
government organisation that helps
ensure food in NSW is safe and
correctly labelled. Their website has
information on the new food safety
standards for chicken meat.

www.foodauthority.nsw.gov.au/industry
/industry-sector
requirements/meat/poultry

NSW Legislation, codes of practice, technical information, industry guidelines and best
management practice documents and more
NSW Department of Primary
Industries

NSW DPI's role is to provide support to
the poultry industry through the
provision of an extension officer,
research scientists, diagnostic
laboratories, publications, poultry
keeping courses and regulatory
services. We also have extensive
information on landuse planning and
development for intensive livestock
industries.

www.dpi.nsw.gov.au/agriculture/livesto
ck/poultry
www.dpi.nsw.gov.au/environment/land
use-planning/agriculture

NSW based poultry meat processing companies
Baiada Poultry Pty Limited

Baiada Poultry Pty Limited is a privately
owned Australian company which
provides premium quality poultry
products throughout Australia.

www.baiada.com.au

Cordina Farms

Is an Australian owned family company
with 65 years experience in the Poultry
business.

www.cordina.com.au

Inghams Enterprises

Commenced operations as a small farm
in south-west Sydney more than 80
years ago. Since then it has grown into
a multi-faceted company and one of the
largest producers of chickens and
turkey products in Australia.

www.inghams.com.au

Red Lea Chickens

Red Lea Chickens produces more than
100 product lines that are sold on to
Wholesalers, Supermarkets, Butchers,
Restaurants, Hotels and Clubs as well
as 47 Retail Outlets of their own that
sell direct to the public.

www.redlea.com.au

Pepe’s Ducks

Pepe’s Ducks is now the largest
producer of ducks in Australia and New
Zealand, producing over 70,000 ducks
per week. The company consists of its
own broiler farms, breeder farms and
hatcheries.

www.pepesducks.com.au
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LED lighting for broiler sheds
– a bright idea
LED (light emitting diode) lighting applications for
broiler sheds have come a long way since 2008
when they were first assessed for use in poultry
sheds. Back then, issues associated with cost,
durability and longevity in the dusty environments
of poultry sheds put many growers off from making
the switch to LEDs. LEDs were also largely
untested in poultry sheds. However things have
changed and the new generation commercial
grade LEDs have overcome these challenges and
are now an excellent option for growers to
consider. New generation LEDs use considerably
less power than other light sources, last longer
than anything else currently on the market and
have become far more affordable. They also retain
their light output better than both cold cathode
fluorescent lights (CCFL) and compact fluorescent
lights (CFL), which typically have a lumen
depreciation (loss of light output) of 15-25% a year
compared to LEDs which lose less than 10% per
year.

$ Will they save me money? $$$

The National Poultry Technology Centre in the US
began installing and monitoring several brands of
LEDs in dozens of sheds across multiple farms in
the broiler belt of Alabama. They found that most
of the LEDs currently available do an excellent job
of raising the best broiler possible at the lowest
possible lighting cost. They stress though that if
you are considering installing LEDs that you
should use commercial grade LEDs rather than
residential grade products. For more information
on their work go to
www.aces.edu/dept/poultryventilation/documents/N
wsltr-81Update-LEDLighting.pdf
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Yes, most likely. The amount of savings and the
payback period of the investment will depend
largely on what your current lighting system is. The
National Poultry Technology Centre estimate that
in a 52-socket broiler shed, energy savings from
the conversion of incandescent light bulbs to LEDs
can range from $1000 to $1500 per year, with a
break-even payback ranging from 2 to 3 batches to
around 2 years, depending on circumstances.
Savings and payback periods when converting
from fluoro tubes or CCFL and CFL may take a
little longer but are still likely to be cost effective in
the long run. This is because LEDs are:


more energy efficient than other lighting
systems



last far longer than anything else currently on
the market, up to 100,000 hours, which
means lower maintenance and replacement
costs



may result in bird production and performance
benefits (more on this later)
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retain light output with less lumen depreciation
than alternative lighting systems



can have good warranty periods if you find the
right supplier

LEDs also have a range of other features and
benefits which make them an attractive option.
These include:


They are dimmable, even to very low light
levels, giving you greater control over light
intensity.



They come in a variety of colours which could
be used to manipulate and improve bird
performance and welfare.



Are available in a wide range of shapes, sizes
and applications, including bulb designs,
floodlight designs and even tube designs
which can be retrofitted to existing fluoro tube
sockets with some minor modifications.

Rebates and financial assistance
available
You may be eligible for significant assistance in the
installation of energy efficient lighting systems,
including retrofitting LEDs. Under the NSW Energy
Savings Scheme subsidies and assistance
packages are available which may make
converting to LEDs even more cost effective.
According to NSW Farmers, in certain instances –
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usually when retrofitting halogen lights with LED
technologies – the subsidy on offer through the
sale of Energy Saving Certificates (ESCs) is more
than enough to cover the entire cost of the lighting
unit, and can therefore result in a new lighting
retrofit at no cost. For more information and
contact details about the scheme go to
www.ess.nsw.gov.au. It’s worth noting that if you
are looking around for suppliers and installers of
LED lights, make sure they are Accredited
Certificate Providers (ACP) under the NSW Energy
Savings Scheme. They should also be able to help
you navigate all the paperwork involved and to
make the most from the subsidies on offer.
Some LED suppliers are also offering financial
incentive schemes, whereby they will finance the
purchase and installation of the lights and then
recoup their investment over several years by
claiming some of the energy savings generated by
the system. This means a low or no capital cost
outlay for growers. The cost of the system can then
be repaid over several years, depending on the
arrangement with suppliers.

But what about bird performance under
LED light?
Will birds perform as well under LED lights as
under my current lighting system?
Yes, and some claim better. Two recent studies
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published in poultry science journals have found
that broilers grown under LEDs had presented
better production performance than birds grown
under compact fluorescent lights (CFLs). One
study also found improvements in performance
based on the colour of LED lights. In a comparison
between white and yellow LEDs, the study showed
that feed intake was significantly higher when
chickens were 21, 28 and 35 day old under white
LED light compared to yellow LEDs. When
comparing LEDs to CFLs the study found that
seven-day-old chickens raised under LED bulbs
had better feed conversion than did chickens of the
same age under CFL. The study found that overall,
birds performed better under LEDs than under
CFLs. Several researchers have also suggested
that light colour can have a significant effect on
bird behaviour, welfare and productivity. These
studies have shown that blue LEDs have a calming
effect on birds, whereas red LEDs may increase
feather pecking and cannibalism. One study
showed that a combination of blue-green LED
stimulates growth in chickens whereas orange-red
stimulates reproduction.
But a word of caution. The National Poultry
Technology Centre warn that growers shouldn’t
count on performance gains as improvements in
mortality, feed conversion and weight gains have
not been consistently demonstrated or replicated in
unbiased comparison tests, and that claims about
light colour and its effect on performance have not
been proven.
This is supported by a research team from the
University of Delaware who compared the effects
of boiler performance grown under incandescent,
cold cathode fluorescent (CCFL) and two
agriculture specific LED lighting systems. Birds
were grown out to 42 days and then euthanised to
measure breast muscle weight and organ weight.
They found that that overall bodyweight was similar
for both LED lamps and incandescent lamps, but
was lower for CCFL lamps. No significant
difference was found for feed conversion or breast
muscle weight. Based on the results of the study,
they recommended that CCFL lamps should not be
used for broiler production.
Another issue to consider, especially if using
coloured lighting in sheds, for example blue-green
light, is that it may impact on the ability of growers
and their workers to visually inspect birds in sheds.
This may make it more difficult to find injured or
sick birds which may have negative consequences
for bird welfare. So before you purchase coloured
lights, be they LEDs or other types, make sure that
the light is also human friendly in terms being able
to maintain adequate light levels for daily
inspection of birds.
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In my view, the take home message is that LEDs
certainly won’t have a negative impact on growth
and performance of broilers, and that even if the
claims about improvements in performance are
doubtful, the long term energy savings and lower
replacement and maintenance costs make LED
lighting an attractive investment.
Other things to consider
Get the light intensity you need. With the
directional output of LEDs, a bulb producing
500 lumens will typically provide comparable
lux readings to a non-directional bulb with
1500 or more lumens.
Get the right bulb to match your shed
design. Purchase the correct LED system to
suit your shed design. Most Australian sheds
have open truss ceilings, which means you
need higher output LEDs to account for
increased mounting heights. PAR xx LEDs
are floodlight shaped with a curved lens for
better light spread. The xx is the number of
eighths of an inch the lens is wide. PAR bulbs
are most useful in higher wattages as grow
lights in open truss ceiling broiler houses.
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Dimmability. Use LED-specific dimmers which
can be optimised for most LED brands
Look after your investment. It is a good idea
to clean all lights, LED or CFL between every
batch to ensure consistent light output and to
extend the life of your bulbs.
Socket specs. Use nickel-plated sockets
rather than aluminium. Aluminium sockets are
cheaper but will corrode quicker, especially if
exposed to moisture during cleanouts.
Shop wisely. There are now a wide range of
LED products on the market with plenty of
claims and counterclaims. When looking for
LEDs, make sure you get commercial grade
LEDs and not residential products. Also, a
number of manufacturers are also producing
LEDs specifically for the poultry industry.
These may be worth having a look at. But if
you want to access the NSW Government
rebate and assistance scheme, make sure
your supplier and installer is accredited under
the scheme.
Further information
Here are some links to the studies and publications
that were sourced for this story. These will provide
more detailed information LEDs, costs and savings
and claims about improved bird performance.
1.

LEDs for broiler house lighting. National
Poultry Technology Center

2.

Performance and preference of broiler
chickens exposed to different lighting sources

3.

Light emitting diode (LED) as a source of
monochromatic light: a novel lighting
approach for behaviour, physiology and
welfare of poultry

4.

Energy efficient farm lighting. NSW Farmers.

5.

Impact of Incandescent, CCFL, and LED
Lamps on Bird Health

If you are reading a hard copy of the Drumstick
and want to get access to these publications, go to
our online version of the Drumstick at
www.dpi.nsw.gov.au/aboutus/resources/periodicals
/newsletters/drumstick or search for The
Drumstick, Spring 2014 edition on the internet and
click on the links above.
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Unpacking PIX 2014. Key
topics, issues and trends
which came out of PIX 2014
initiatives to bird welfare to free range management
to RSPCA standards and many other topics in
between. This article will focus on some of some of

the key topics that may be of interest to broiler
growers.

Today knowledge has power. It controls access to
opportunity and advancement. Peter Drucker.
Poultry Information Exchange (PIX) offers growers,
processors, researchers, goods and service
providers and knowledge brokers an opportunity to
come together to improve the way they do business
by:


Learning new skills



Questioning and challenging ‘the usual way of
doing things’



Meeting and learning from others



Being at the forefront of new innovations,
technologies and information



Creating networks and contacts that support
their businesses.

PIX is more than just a series of talks and a large
trade display. It gives growers access to key industry
players, researchers and businesses that invest in
improving production and profitability. The old saying
along the lines of ‘it’s not what you know, but who
you know’ is another reason that growers should
attend PIX.

Key topics from PIX 2014
PIX 2014 was again hosted at the Gold Coast
Convention and Exhibition Centre at Broadbeach
Queensland and took place between 25−27 May
2014.
In addition to the large trade display, 32 speakers
delivered presentations on a wide range of topics
ranging from energy efficiency programs and
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1. Broiler growers speaking up for
themselves to address consumer
perceptions and demands and
competition for resources
Jodie Redcliffe, broiler grower, Queensland
Jodie spoke passionately about the need for
farmers, and particularly growers, to stop
remaining silent and taking a flogging from
consumers, retailers, animal activists and
others, and to fight back against many of the
myths, untruths and false perceptions which
abound in cities and non-farming regions.
According to Jodie, “If, as farmers, we do not
value what we do, we will lose the competition
for resources, and we will lose the competition
to supply chicken to our consumers. Poultry
farmers need to get the message out to
consumers, that along with the importance of
biosecurity and food safety, we have high
animal welfare standards, responsible waste
management, a high value-low cost product,
and a sustainable, valuable system. We bring
the economic multiplier of our industry, the
quality of life we can have and we can generate,
the environmental management and
stewardship we can contribute to. We need to
shift our thinking of what it means to be a
farmer. Agriculture is changing and evolving,
and issues like food security and climate
change mean that there is different thinking
about long-term sustainability, and new farmers
are more and more likely to be urbanites, with
different dynamics to bring to the game. These
are the messages we need to tell people, in
simple, evocative ways that will stick, so that
others can recognize and respect what we do,
and we will educate and advocate by getting out
in front of the pack.”
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In a nutshell, Jodie pleaded with farmers to
stand up and be heard. She also suggested
how to do this. Often farmers and growers are
targeted in social media and the internet. Jodie
suggests using these same platforms to fight
back against some of the hype and hysteria
posted in the internet. An example of one forum
that farmers and growers can use is AgChatOz
which can be found at www.agchatoz.org.au. It
is a digital online community which brings
together rural and urban Australian's to discuss
topical issues affecting the industry.

2. Has the introduction of RSPCA
standards improved chicken welfare
Heather Neil, Chief Executive Officer of RSPCA
Australia, spoke about the RSPCA Approved
Farming Scheme which many growers are
becoming increasingly familiar with as
processors adopt the scheme to open access to
a range of markets.

The Approved Farming Scheme recognises that
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good animal welfare is impacted by various
aspects of a production system – be they indoor
or outdoor. The standards therefore place a
strong focus on key areas of bird management
that affect welfare, including:
 space allowance
 environmental enrichment, for example
toys and hay bails
 litter quality
 timely intervention in case of injury or
disease
 catching technique
 transport
 slaughter.
Heather said that “Producers and processors
involved in the Approved Farming Scheme
have reported a range of productivity and
quality improvements including: more bird
activity, less leg problems, better feed
conversion, reduced mortalities, and less
downgrades at processing. In addition, they
tell us that birds use the perches, dust bathe
more frequently, and look ‘happier’. In many
instances, birds that are not formally part of
the Scheme have benefitted from adjustments
to infrastructure, for example, at processing.
Joining the Scheme has contributed to
improved staff morale and has helped
producers access new and growing consumer
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markets seeking higher welfare food.”

 Solar generation potential

She also stated that “Transitioning from a
conventional system to one meeting RSPCA
standards is challenging for most producers. It
may require adjustments to infrastructure,
changes to on-farm procedures and more time
and effort for stock workers to observe the
birds and maintain their environment. This
undertaking by producers should be
recognised by all in the supply chain, including
consumers.”

 Load matching

3. Solar Guidelines for the Australian
On-farm Chicken Industry.
Chris Davies from GHD (an engineering,
architecture and environmental consulting
firm) delivered a presentation on the feasibility
of using solar panels to reduce electricity costs
for chicken meat growers. This project is
funded through the RIRDC chicken meat
program.

 Roof area and orientation
 Structural capacity of shed roofs
 Suitability of existing electrical
infrastructure
Chris and the team at GHD will be
producing:
1. An interactive self-assessment tool to
help growers work out the costs and
returns of installing a system.
2. Solar PV guidelines for broiler
growers.
The tool and guidelines will be posted on
the RIRDC website towards the end of
the year. For more information go to
www.rirdc.gov.au/research
programs/animal-industries/chicken
meat`

4. Studies on odour emissions and
their impacts

According to Chris, there are a lot of claims by
some sectors of the solar energy industry
“which frequently include overstated returns
on investment for solar PV based on simplistic
assumptions about how the electricity
generated from solar PV systems will be used
on-site”.
Chris warned that working out whether solar is
financially feasible is not straightforward and
depends on a range of factors including:
 Electricity rates (c/kWh). This is the single
most important factor in determining the
viability of installing a solar panel system.
 Electricity retail agreement terms
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Telling growers that odour is a major
issue for the industry is akin to telling
them how to suck eggs….excuse the
pun. Despite this Mark Dunlop provided
an excellent overview of the current
challenges and complexities in dealing
with odour from broiler sheds and
provided some useful tips to think about.
Trying to summarise Mark’s presentation
here is likely to do it an injustice, but I will
try to condense it down to some key
points.
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 In general, the best way to prevent odour
impacts is still with good farm
management practices and maintaining
appropriate buffer distances
 All broiler sheds smell, but these smells
do not necessarily cause odour impacts.
Odour impacts occur when the smell from
a broiler shed affects the quality of life of
a receptor leading to psychological stress
and possibly physical symptoms such as
insomnia and loss of appetite.
 Odour impacts may be the result of
excess odour resulting from a feature or
management practice within a shed or
poor odour dispersion caused by specific
terrain features or wind patterns that only
exists at the farm in question. There are
no ‘one-size-fits-all’ solutions for odour
impacts, and trying to apply general
solutions will only result in
disappointment.

conditions and is something that can be
managed during a broiler grow-out cycle.
 Wet litter produces sulphides which are
the odours most likely to result in impacts
and complaints.
Dry litter also smells but less than wet
litter due to limiting moisture microbial
activity. Dry litter will also be more
aerobic (due to more air-filled pores) and
pH will be higher (neutral or slightly
alkaline). These conditions favour the
emission of ammonia and other odorants
with higher odour thresholds. In general,
this means that they will dilute more
rapidly once exhausted from the shed
and receptors will be less able to smell
them compared to the low odour
threshold odorants like the sulphides.


In practice, wet anaerobic litter makes
odour plumes smell different, especially
as you move away from the sheds. With
only dry litter in a shed, the odour plume
will smell like ‘a broiler shed’ or may even
have more of a ‘dry feed’ smell. With wet
litter, an odour plume may smell more like
‘cabbage’, ‘wet socks’, ‘yoghurt’,
‘garlic/onion’. This may not be noticeable
during the day because odour plumes will
tend to disperse vertically within a short
distance from the shed, but will be more
pronounced at night when odour plumes
stick to the ground.



Vegetative buffers with strategically
planted grasses, shrubs and trees are
expected to help reduce odour impacts.
They do this by intercepting some odour
laden dust and by accelerating dilution of
odours by increasing turbulent mixing.
They also improve the appearance of the
landscape by hiding the sheds from view,
making them ‘out-of-sight and out-of
mind’. It can be challenging to get the
plants established and growing, and it will
take some time for them to reach
maturity. Also, the full potential benefit
and planting design won’t be fully known
until several years after planting. While
the plants are growing, temporary
screens may be beneficial for protecting
young plants and also getting the buffer
‘working’ straight away. It is CRITICAL
that the vegetative buffer be designed
with consideration of how odorous air is
exhausted from the sheds and how the
environment is transporting odour plumes
towards receptors. Any gaps in a
vegetative buffer (including driveways),
could potentially concentrate and funnel
odours towards a receptor and undo all of

 The process for applying an odour impact
mitigation strategy is to:
1. Identify the specific cause for the
odour impacts that are occurring.
2. Understand the fundamental principles
of why the things you identify are
causing odour impacts.
3. Develop a strategy, timeframe for
application and operating protocols.
4. Apply the strategy.
(note: the only way to test the
effectiveness of an odour mitigation
strategy is to apply it at full scale and
monitor odour complaints….a lower
risk option that might be useful is to
test the strategy by applying it to one
or two sheds first. If you can’t tell the
difference then there probably isn’t
any.)
5. Monitor the results – have complaints
reduced or ceased? If not, look for
another cause and develop another
strategy accordingly.
You may wish to seek some
professional guidance during several
stages of this process.
 Conditions within the litter will affect the
amount of odour that is produced and
also the way it smells. Temperature, pH,
water content and aeration are some of
the physical conditions known to
influence odour emissions. Of these,
water content is the main one to focus on
because it will influence the other
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A comprehensive article on free range
biosecurity featured in the Winter 2014
edition of the Drumstick. This article was
based on the presentation Margaret
Mackenzie delivered at PIX 2014. Some
of the key points Margaret outlined were:

the hard work and investment that was
put into establishing the vegetation buffer
in the first place.
Mark concluded that “If the primary cause
for odour impacts is the formation of
unpleasant odours in damp litter then
actively managing a shed for dry litter
could be a useful solution. Overall,
moisture is a key condition that can be
controlled within the shed during the
grow-out period. Higher moisture content
in the litter will increase microbial activity,
form anaerobic zones and reduce pH.
These changes will increase the
formation and release of unpleasant, low
threshold odorants that have greater
potential to be smelt by receptors. Dry
litter will still have odour, but is likely to
contain more ammonia and other
odorants with lower detection thresholds,
which are less likely to be smelt by
receptors surrounding the farm.

4. Range management for disease
control.
Dr Margaret Mackenzie, Inghams.
Growth in free range egg and chicken
meat production is outstripping growth in
conventional production systems. This is
largely being driven by consumer
demand and retailer requirements. Whilst
this growth offers opportunity to the
poultry industry it also includes some
risks, especially associated with disease
control and general biosecurity.



There is a common misconception
that free range farms are by nature
poor biosecurity enterprises. In fact,
most biosecurity principles can be
effectively implemented to both
intensive (shed) and extensive (free
range) systems.



These include shedding and
personnel standards, vermin control,
dead bird and waste disposal, feed
management, water quality, exclusion
of wild and domestic animals and
equipment, vehicle and shed hygiene
procedures.

For more details on free range biosecurity
management, have a look at the Winter
2014 edition of the Drumstick which can be
found at
www.dpi.nsw.gov.au/aboutus/resources/pe
riodicals/newsletters/drumstick
In addition to the topics summarised
above, there were many other interesting
talks and practical handy hints and tips for
growers on a variety of topics including
range management, antibiotic use, food
safety initiatives, energy efficiency and
much more.
PIX 2014 also featured a full day workshop
on litter management, a current hot topic in
the broiler industry.
As stated at the beginning of this article,
knowledge is power and I would encourage
all growers to challenge their current
knowledge and skills by attending PIX and
finding some of those sometimes small
things that can make a huge difference. I
look forward to seeing more growers at PIX
2016

.
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Direct poultry litter injection
Getting more out of poultry manure nutrients and reducing odour
impacts
New technology shows promise to:


Reduce odour associated with using spent
litter as a fertiliser



Improve nutrient use and efficiency, resulting
in better pasture and crop production



Reduced runoff of nutrients and pathogens
into water courses



Reduced complaints from neighbours and
councils

Poultry litter is a great source of crop and pasture
nutrients, especially phosphorus (P) and
nitrogen (N). In many parts of Australia, spent
poultry litter is typically broadcast onto the surface
of pastures or tilled soils as this is the most cost
effective way to apply poultry manure as a fertiliser
source.
However, the use of poultry litter also carries some
environmental risks. The most notable of these is
water pollution, caused when litter is washed into
water courses, and odour complaints associated
with spreading litter. Another concern is the large
amount of nitrogen in the form of ammonia which
enters the air during a process called volatilisation.
This loss of nitrogen represents a direct loss of a
valuable crop nutrient, but can also be an
environmental concern for soil, air and water
quality. Lastly, poultry litter may carry some
pathogens, such as E.coli and others, and may
enter waterways used for human consumption or
the production of aquatic food products such as
oysters.
As the poultry industry grows and generates more
waste, especially spent poultry litter, there may be
increasing pressure on the industry to limit some of
the negative environmental and social impacts of
poultry litter use, especially in areas close to cities
and towns. This is especially important where
poultry production is concentrated in a relatively
small geographical area, or cluster.
A potential solution to this problem has been
developed in the USA where the use of spent
poultry litter is becoming increasingly regulated to
reduce environmental and social impacts. In
response to this pressure a team from the
Agricultural Research Service (ARS) of the U.S.
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Department of Agriculture (USDA-ARS) have
developed a poultry litter direct injection system
specifically designed for no-till soils and perennial
pastures.
Until recently, the only form of manures which
could be direct injected into soil where liquid
manures, or slurries, but no injection system has
been available for dry manures, including poultry
litter, until now.

Introducing the Subsufer
Dr Tom Way and Dr Dan Pote from the USDA
ARS developed a poultry manure direct injection
system which has been successfully trialled in a
range of soil types and pasture and cropping
systems in the USA. After some early challenges
and testing, Dr Pote subsequently developed a
second generation subsurface manure applicator
which he calls the subsurfer. The subsurfer was
adapted specifically for perennial pasture
application to limit damage to pastures when
applying the manure. The subsurfer possesses a
fixed spacing between implements (30 cm), and
employs a conveyance system based upon
rotating augers that simultaneously move litter to
the incorporation implements and grind the litter.
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This innovation, grinding the litter within the unit,
removes the need to pre-process the litter.

increase in cereal yields from subsoil manuring
over a seven year period was 57%.

How does it operate?

Reduced nutrient losses

The subsurfer is a tractor drawn implement with a
five ton delivery capacity. Dry (moisture content of
less than 30%) untreated poultry litter is loaded
directly from sheds into the subsurfer. The
machine uses an internal auger system to
distribute a steady flow of litter to eight trench
openers simultaneously and cover the shallow (8
cm deep) parallel trenches with soil.
A variety of soil-cutting attachments can be used
on the subsurfer to open a narrow trench for litter
deposition. The current prototype consists of a
leading fluted coulter to slice the soil followed by a
double disk trench opener that allows litter
deposition and a set of closing wheels to cover the
litter with soil. Spacing between trench openers is
fixed at 30cm to suit perennial pasture systems.
This no-till technique minimises disturbance to the
soil structure and perennial pasture or crops, and
works well in rocky soil because each trenching
unit has independent spring-loaded suspension
that allows flexibility to roll up and over rocks
without affecting the motion of the other trenching
units.
By controlling auger speed (rate of delivery to
trenches) and tractor speed (trenching rate), the
subsurfer operator can precisely control litter
application rates, including very low rates (less
than 1 ton/ha) that are not feasible with
conventional litter spreaders.
To see the subsurfer in action have a look at these
two videos:
Video 1 subsurfer
Video 2 subsurfer
[if you are reading a hardcopy of the Drumstick, to
see these videos, go to our online version at
www.dpi.nsw.gov.au/aboutus/resources/periodical
s/newsletters/drumstick and click on the Spring
2014 edition of the Drumstick. Go to this story and
click on the two video links above]

How effective is the subsurface poultry
litter application?

Following subsurface manure application with the
Subsurfer, results showed that subsurface litter
application decreased nitrogen loss through
ammonia and nutrient (N and P) losses in runoff by
more than 90% compared to surface applied litter.
Whilst odour was not directly measured, the
reduction in ammonia loss indicates that odour will
also be significantly reduced.

Pathogens
A research team from Alabama measured E.coli in
runoff from subsurface litter plots following litter
application to tall fescue pasture plots. They found
that losses of E.coli in runoff plots were 99% less
than the losses from surface broadcast litter, and
were the same as from plots with no litter
application.

Application to the Australian poultry
industry
It is likely that surface broadcasting of poultry litter
will remain the primary method of poultry litter
application to pastures and soils. However as the
poultry industry continues to grow and as towns
and rural dwellings creep ever closer to poultry
farms the pressure on growers and poultry litter
users will increase. For those farms in close
proximity to towns or rural residential areas, and
particularly for farms that are constantly
bombarded by complaints of odour following the
spreading of litter, the option of subsurface litter
application may become more attractive. For
cropping areas, the significant increase in crop
yields may also be an incentive to investigate the
costs and feasibility of investing in subsurface litter
application.

Is the Subsurfer available in Australia?
Not yet. The USDA team who invented the
technology have licenced a commercial partner,
Salford BBI, to mass produce the machine. This is
ongoing and to my knowledge the unit is not yet
commercially available.
For more information have a look at these links:

Improved crop yields

New Subsurfer incorporates dry manure

Experimental results in the USA have shown that
subsurface application of poultry litter increased
corn production by 36% compared with equivalent
surface applications of litter. Similar results have
been shown with subsoil poultry litter applications
in Australia. A team of scientists from Victoria
monitored the impact of subsoil litter application on
wheat and barley production in the high rainfall
zone of Victoria. They found that the average

Subsurface Application of Poultry Litter in Pasture
and No-Till Soils
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Feed in crop
Why is this such an issue? And what you can do to prevent a hefty fine
from your processor.
Adapted from: Optimal feed withdrawal minimises
losses at processing by Eduardo Cervantes Lopez,
International Processing Consultant, Barranquilla,
Colombia, published in World Poultry, Oct 6, 2010
Feed withdrawal in broiler flocks that are about to
be taken to slaughter, greatly influences processing
and carcass quality. It does not only affect carcass
yield, but also increases the operating expenses if
this is not done properly. Managing this process
well in advance at the farm, may help reduce
unwanted consequences later on in the processing
plant.

Feed withdrawal is the first stage in the process
once the chickens have reached the required live
weight for sending to the processing plant. This
operation seeks to ensure that the chickens arrive
at the plant with their digestive system as clean as
possible, so that the process can develop normally.
It is recommended that eight to twelve hours
should span between the moment it is decided to
send a chicken to the slaughter plant and the
actual slaughter. Under normal circumstances, the
transit of food through the digestive system takes
about eight hours. An adequate feed withdrawal
ensures that between 80% and 85% of the
intestinal contents have been evacuated during the
first six hours prior to processing. In practice, this
means that when notified by the processor,
growers should turn off the feed about 2 to 3 hours
before lifting the lines in order to empty out the
feeders. Lines should then be lifted about 4 hours
before the pickup crews arrive. Birds will not be
processed for about 8 hours from this point
meaning that they should be empty by the time
they are slaughtered and processed.
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Measures in advance
In addition to lifting the feeders in the sheds, the
following activities must be performed in a
disciplined way, in order to guarantee the
cleanliness of the intestinal tract.
•

Do not restrict access to water before crews
arrive. Drinker lines should only be lifted upon
arrival of the pickup crews. All drinkers must
have enough water and be located at the proper
height (according to the size of the chickens) for
the animals to have easy access to it. If
chickens do not find water in the drinker, they lie
down. This delays the movement of food
through the digestive tract.

•

The lights in the chicken house must be on.

•

Growers or their staff should keep birds in
motion. They should walk regularly and slowly
among the birds or around them, while making
noises to ensure that chickens are kept walking
and standing most of the time.

•

The chickens should be kept relaxed even if
they are active.

Catching should start at least four to five hours
after lifting the feeders. This is a very traumatic
experience for birds because it slows the normal
movement of food along the digestive system.
Environmental conditions also affect the quality of
the feed withdrawal. Just to mention a few: Walk
around the stacked crates and watch the faeces on
the floor: you will note that they contain small
orange particles. These particles are small
fragments of the intestinal mucosa, which have
been evacuated due to the dehydration process
experienced by birds. This is a way to confirm the
existence of over-fasting before slaughter.

Special situations
In hot weather, chickens start their natural defence
mechanisms: they lie down, lower their activity and
increase water consumption. This last element
affects the consistency of the faeces inside the
intestines, rendering it watery. As the temperature
approaches 32ºC or above, food is retained for
longer in the crop, gizzard and small intestine.
Similarly in the late afternoon and into the night, as
the temperature decreases the chickens gorge
themselves. If feed withdrawal starts later, then
fasting must be extended by at least 2 or 3 hours,
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so that the evacuation process of digestion residue
takes place normally.
In cold weather, when the ambient temperature is
low (-15°C), the chickens again use their natural
defence mechanisms: they lie on the bed of the
chicken house and remain in that position. In this
new position, the transit of food is slowed because
the crop, proventriculus and gizzard are affected by
the pressure against the bed.

Yield, quality and safety
It has been established that, in normal feed
withdrawal (8-12 hours), the weight losses range
between 1.5% and 2.0%. In the case of long feed
withdrawal, weight loss gradually increases and
goes from 0.25% to 0.5% per hour.
During a normal feed withdrawal, the amount of
faecal material in the chickens’ intestinal tract is
minimal. Therefore, the amount of bacteria in the
legs and feathers (which is a result of defecation
during transport and storage on the ground) is
significantly reduced.
Similarly, the bacterial count in the scalder water is
minimal. The amount of faeces excreted during the
hanging, stunning, slaughter and bleeding is
greatly reduced.
If the digestive tract is relatively empty, the risk of
faecal contamination is minimal. The evisceration
process develops normally: consequently, water
consumption is reduced by not reprocessing
carcasses. In addition, the E.Coli count is also low.

This critical situation will require the removal of the
carcasses for reprocessing, increasing water
consumption and extending the processing time.
This task must be done carefully in order to
eliminate the risk of E. coli and salmonella. Like the
intestines, the tissues of the gall bladder become
brittle; since this organ gradually increases in size
until its bile storage capacity is maxed. When
manipulating the gall bladder, in order to separate it
from the liver, it might easily break, staining the
carcass. If the carcass is not washed within 15
seconds, the stain will become permanent and the
carcass will be classified as lower grade B or C.

Economic impact
When the gizzard shrinks, it also increases the
adherence of the cutica gastrica, the hard
sandpaper-like lining of the gizzard. Therefore, in
order to extract it, a greater pressure against the
strip rollers is required. This removes an excess of
flesh that ranges between 20% and 80%.
To further illustrate the economic impact of a long
feed withdrawal on the gizzard, let’s assume that a
plant processes 100,000 chickens daily. Let’s also
assume that 20,000 gizzards have this problem. A
processed gizzard, without the proventriculus and
fat, has an average weight of 22 grams. Calculating
a minimum loss of meat of 20%, this means 4.4
grams totalling 88 kilos per day or 26 400 kilos per
year.

Short feed withdrawal
When the digestive tract is full of food, once
chickens are processed, serious problems of
inaccuracy in the weight of the covers appear: the
undigested food must be removed and sent to
waste water. This represents actual losses.
As noted earlier, the evisceration process becomes
very risky in terms of faecal contamination, given
the amount of food and faecal material contained in
the various organs of the digestive system. Water
consumption increases due to the larger number of
re-processed carcasses. This has a direct impact
on the normal development of this process phase.

Long feed withdrawal
During evisceration, all consequences of
inadequate feed withdrawal, which affect the
quality and yield of the processed carcasses, are
observed. When the intestines become fragile, due
to the evacuation of much of the inner layers
mucosa and submucosa, ruptures increase despite
careful handling to remove the intestinal package.
Accordingly, the content spills internally and/or
externally. The abdominal cavity and the carcass
are contaminated.
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This is a significant economic loss for a product
that has a high demand. It also increases water
consumption and adds extra processing time. The
greater adherence to the abdominal cavity, which
characterises the crop, makes it more difficult to
remove either manually or automatically.
Therefore, this task will take longer, creating
bottlenecks and sometimes requiring overtime. In
addition, it runs the risk of leaving crop residue in
the neck.

Tips for growers
Fines from processors for feed in crop can be
hefty, in order of $10,000 to $20,000. This reflects
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the additional costs the processor incurs when
trying to rectify the problem in the plant.
Some growers have told me that despite having
followed company instructions they have still
copped fines. One grower blamed tallow balls in
the feed which slowed movement of feed through
the digestive tract following feed withdrawal.
My advice is as follows:
1. Follow company protocols and document that
you have done so.
2. After lifting feed lines, use your smart phone to
take photos of the lines in the air. This will
provide evidence and insurance that you have
done the right thing.
3. If you suspect tallow balls are to blame for feed
in crop, clearly document this and advise the
processor immediately of your concerns. Do
this in writing so that you have a record.
4. Keep drinker lines down so that birds can drink
and flush feed through their system until the
pickup crew arrive.
5. If you think you are going to have problems
which are outside of your control, make sure
you communicate this to the processor as soon
as possible and seek their advice.
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Solar power to reduce
energy costs. Is it feasible for
the poultry industry?
Electricity represents one of the largest costs to
poultry growers. The dramatic rise in electricity
costs over the last several years has eaten into the
profitability of many growers. As a result, growers
are increasingly considering energy efficiency
schemes to bring down costs and remain
profitable. One such option is solar photovoltaic
energy (solar panels) on farm.

consumption from the network and provide other
benefits such as reduced demand charges.
Standalone systems using batteries or direct loads
can also be used to power equipment, such as
irrigation pumps, that are far from network
connection points. Although solar PV systems can
be scaled to provide all the electrical energy a farm
requires, return on investment and needs analysis
are essential to ensure farmers select systems of
the proper type and size.

Why consider solar power?

Key questions growers should ask before investing
in solar include:
1.

Current farm electricity use and use profile –
how electricity is used throughout the day

2.

Current electricity costs

3.

Available government incentives and rebates

4.

Upfront capital and installation costs

5.

Payback period

A review of the feasibility and cost effectiveness of
installing solar panels has shown mixed results. It
appears that solar is really only feasible if
significant grants and incentives are available.
Studies looking into the feasibility of solar power for
poultry sheds have typically shown that payback is
likely to exceed 13-14 years. However, there are
several financing schemes now available in NSW
and other states that might make the investment
more attractive.
The following is adapted from a NSW Farmers
article on solar photovoltaic energy systems on
farms.
Solar photovoltaic (PV) electricity generation has
wide application in rural Australia. Although the
electricity generated by photovoltaic panels is
intermittent, PV systems can help reduce electricity
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Solar photovoltaic (PV) cells convert sunlight to
electricity. The size of solar PV systems can be
less than one watt or many megawatts (MW).
Pholtovoltaic systems have broad application in
regional Australia, from providing electricity to
remote applications such as electric fences to
generating domestic electricity for farm houses and
power for core operational processes such as the
ventilation of chicken sheds.
This article focuses on flat-panel PV, the most
common application of PV technology for farm
installations. Traditionally, solar PV has incurred
relatively high up-front costs. However, PV systems
have long lifespans, which suits long-term
businesses such as farming. Further, solar leasing
options are now becoming available to property
owners looking for a way to defray capital costs.
Sungevity (www.sungevity.com.au) and
EnergyMatters (www.energymatters.com.au) are
now offering systems for little-to-no up-front costs
via roof-space lease arrangements.
Rural locations and the high electricity prices paid
in remote areas mean that solar PV can be an
attractive investment option, particularly if the
following conditions apply:
 The current variable electricity charge is greater
than 20 cents per kilowatt hour (kWh).
 The site has either a large roof surface facing
north with good, direct sunlight or large areas of
unused land close to where electricity is
needed.
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How does a PV system work?
The most common solar cell technology used in
‘flat plate’ PV panels is crystalline silicon (c-Si),
which represents 85 to 90 percent of the global
market. In flat plate arrays, energy conversion
efficiency ranges between 11 and 23 percent, with
most commercial modules achieving 13 to 15
percent. A wide range of inverters is available, from
units that have the sole function of inverting the
electrical current, to sophisticated units that include
functionality such as data monitoring and other
services to ensure the inverter operates at an
optimal performance level.
Flat-panel solar PV systems can be grid-connect or
standalone. The main components of both are
solar panels and an inverter to convert direct
current (DC) to alternating current (AC) for export
to the grid or on-site use, as illustrated in Figure 1.



the conditions under which batteries need to
be stored, and



maintenance required (e.g. often, those that
do not need to have distilled water added are
preferred).

If you are interested in battery storage of solar PVgenerated electricity, speak with a local supplier of
solar PV systems who can advise you on the
appropriate type and size of battery.

Sizing your system
To determine the potential of solar PV to generate
sufficient energy for your farm, you need to:


determine the load and load profile for
electricity on your farm



identify buildings or areas of your farm on
which PV panels could be installed



calculate the electricity generation potential of
your proposed PV system



estimate the savings and investment required



approach the market for quotes.

Determining load and load profile
Request half-hourly interval meter data from your
electricity retailer to determine your load profile.
You should aim to scale your system to meet
daytime base load requirements.

Particularly in off-grid systems, batteries and a
charge regulator are added to provide better
security of supply. Battery selection should be
based on the expected electricity consumption
(kWh) and the solar PV system’s maximum output.
Batteries are rated for their capacity in amp hours
at a given discharge rate.
In general, it is best to store electricity output from
PV panels in ‘deep cycle’ type batteries, or those
batteries that can discharge up to 80 percent of
their stored energy without damage to the battery.
Common types used are flooded lead acid, gel,
and sealed valve regulated lead acid (VRLA) and
absorbed glass mat (AGM) batteries.
When selecting a battery, compare:


the number of times a battery can be charged
and discharged (i.e. its cycle rating),
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In the current legislative environment, it is not
recommended that you ‘over-size’ your solar PV
system to export electricity to the grid. Feed-in
tariffs (FiTs) for solar in NSW have diminished and
currently, the export of generated power is
rewarded at only around $0.06/kWh, which is
approximately 19% percent of the cost of buying
power from the grid.
Solar PV is not recommended as a peak load and
demand charge reduction strategy. Although in
some instances it may be effective in reducing your
peak demand, a single cloudy day could result in
your peak demand returning to the pre-solar PV
profile. This will result in the same demand charges
as before.

Identify buildings or areas of your farm
that might be suitable for solar PV
panels
Assess whether you have a sufficiently large northfacing roof surface with good, direct sunlight or
unused land close to where you need electricity. As
2
a rule of thumb, you will need 10m of north-facing
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roof/ground space for every kW p of solar PV you
plan to install.

Calculate the electricity generation
potential of a PV system
Use the Clean Energy Regulator’s (CER)
‘Postcode zones for solar panels’ list to determine
the typical electricity-generating capacity of your
location (i.e. MWhe electricity per kW p installed
capacity). A typical flat plate array in NSW
generates approximately 1.4 MWhe of electricity
per kW p installed capacity. To access their website
go to www.cleanenergyregulator.gov.au. Output is
very seasonal as summer and winter solar
radiation in NSW often varies by 50 percent or
more, depending on the location.
The system output will also vary depending on the
orientation and tilt angle of the solar panels, and
the presence or absence of shading and ambient
temperature. In some circumstances efficiency can
be increased through the use of tracking systems
(one- or two-axis), which can provide an increase
of approximately 10 percent in efficiency. Tracking
adds significant cost, however, and generally this
outweighs the benefit of increased yield.

Estimated savings and the investment
required
In addition to electricity savings, consider revenue
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from certificates under the Renewable Energy
Target (RET) Scheme as a co-funding source. You
can determine whether your project qualifies for
Small-scale Technology Certificates (STCs) under
the RET Scheme by referring to the CER website,
www.cleanenergyregulator.gov.au.
At present the up-front cost of a roof-mounted gridconnected solar array is approximately $2.30 per
watt. This does not change much whether you are
installing a 5 kW or a 100 kW PV system.
As system size increases, economies of scale do
apply. However, reducing capital costs associated
with equipment is typically offset by the increased
up-front cost associated with planning, grid
connection, network studies and project
management fees for larger projects. The
intersection of these factors, in addition to load
requirements and space, will influence the optimal
project size.
PV panels have a warranted life of 25 years. The
cost of solar panels continues to trend downwards,
although at a slower pace currently than in recent
years. It should be kept in mind, however, that
solar panels constitute less than half the cost of a
grid-connected system. Other costs include
inverters and other components and installation
costs and grid connection. Other variables to
consider when costing out your system include:
whether or not the system will be grid-connected,
roof-mounted or ground-mounted; and whether
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storage capacity is required and if so, how much.
Off-grid solar PV system costs tend to be higher,
due to additional system design elements such as
batteries or other energy storage systems. If
security of supply is critical, back-up diesel
generators may also need to be considered.
Roof-mounted systems, although constrained by
the roof surface, are often about 10 percent
cheaper than ground-mounted ones due to
additional installation costs (such as concrete
footing and piles) for ground-mounted systems.
Moreover, using roof space to generate power
captures ‘dead’ space rather than consuming
valuable land.

Approach the market for a quote
The installation and wiring of solar panels must be
undertaken by a licensed electrical contractor or
the holder of an electrical qualified supervisor
certificate. You can check the license details by
going to the Fair Trading website
www.fairtrading.nsw.gov.au or by phoning 13 32
20. If the installed and wired solar panels need to
be connected to the electricity distribution network,
this work must be undertaken by a person
accredited under the Accredited Service Provider
Scheme (ASP). The ASP scheme is managed by
Trade and Investment NSW; a list of ASPs and
their contact details is published on its website
www.resourcesandenergy.nsw.gov.au.
If you wish to claim any state or federal
government rebates, including STCs for the
installation of solar panels, you should ensure the
installer you use is accredited by the Clean Energy
Council (CEC). A list of accredited installers is
available on the CEC website
www.cleanenergycouncil.org.au. Every installation
carried out by an accredited installer is required to
meet the Australian Standards for installation and
products. The Clean Energy Council has compiled
a list of approved products, including solar PV
modules (panels) and grid-connect inverters.

Key parameters to include in the
evaluation of quotations
In addition to installer accreditation, installation cost
and warranties, you should assess:
1. the type of solar panel you’re considering
2. the type of inverter that’s included
3. the type of battery that you’re considering and
its expected life or cycle rate (if applicable)
4. supplier willingness to manage paperwork
associated with government grants.
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Economic feasibility study and online
calculator specifically developed for the
poultry industry
The Rural Industries Research and Development
Corporation (RIRDC) Chicken Meat Program
recently commissioned a report into the economic
feasibility of installing solar systems for the chicken
meat industry. This report and the online calculator
will help growers to make a more accurate
assessment of the value and payback period of
installing a solar panel system. The report has
been completed and will likely be published on the
RIRDC website very soon.
For growers thinking about ‘going solar’ I would
strongly recommend that they wait for the RIRDC
report to be published and use the online calculator
to help them do the sums to work out if solar is a
viable option. The RIRDC Chicken Meat Program
website can be found at
www.rirdc.gov.au/research-programs/animal
industries/chicken-meat
Another useful website to go to is the Nursery and
Garden Industry Renewable Energy Calculator
website. The website lets you plug in your own
energy use and cost information plus some other
data and will give you an indication of the
benefit/cost and payback period of installing a solar
system. To check out the calculator go to
www.energycalc.ngi.org.au
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Industry
News
Australian free-range poultry
farmers have their say on
research

As proposed in May, the Poultry CRC is
conducting a survey of free range chicken farms
across Australia in order to investigate the future
direction of research in this area.
So far more than 100 farmers have contributed
their valuable input, sharing information about their
production system, challenges and points of view,
according to Poultry CRC.
As a follow up, about 30 farms all over the country
are currently being visited by the investigators, Mini
Singh (The University of Sydney), Isabelle Ruhnke
(University of New England), Carolyn DeKoning
(SARDI) and Kelly Drake (SARDI).
As indicated in the survey, the environmental
impact of various free range systems, the health
status of the birds, the nutritional management and
the welfare are major aspects that (among other
things) require in depth investigation.
The “Chicken Run” is a success already: the warm
and professional conversations with farmers have
resulted in a deep understanding of the
challenges, possibilities and limitations that the
people in this industry are facing.
In addition, valuable soil, feed and faecal samples
are being collected for analysis. With the final
report being due in December, the study is in full
swing. We are looking forward to being able to
present findings of the survey and providing
information about the main areas of concern to
Australian farmers.
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These major concerns will require research inputs
in the future, in order to maintain a sustainable and
productive free range poultry sector in Australia.
To those of you who want to make a difference
and contribute, the questionnaire for free-range
layer and broiler producers will be available until 15
November by clicking here or by typing in
www.surveymonkey.com/s/FreeRangePoultrySurv
ey2014 into your internet address bar.
Source: ThePoultrySite News Desk, 5 November
2014
www.thepoultrysite.com/poultrynews/33586/free
range-survey-research-team-takes-action

Opinion-moulders tour Peats
Ridge broiler farm
On Wednesday 29 October, 2014 the Australian
Chicken Meat Federation (ACMF) hosted a tour to
a chicken farm in Peats Ridge, New South Wales.
The tour forms part of the ongoing education drive
aimed at better informing the public about how
meat chickens are farmed.
Dr Andreas Dubs, Executive Director of the ACMF
says, “Our tours, arranged two to three times a
year, are designed to give attendees such as
journalists, nutritionists, bloggers, and teachers, a
first-hand experience of the processes involved in
getting chicken from the farm to the plate and to
speak with a range of experts from the industry.
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We also aimed to address a lot of commonly held
misconceptions on the day.” Those on the half day
tour will experience first-hand what it is like inside a
chicken shed, hear from the farmer about his role
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in raising and caring for his chickens and learn
more about issues of importance to the industry
such as animal welfare, food safety and
environmental impacts.
Dr Dubs continues, “Biosecurity is extremely
important. The health and well-being of the birds at
the farm depends on it. All attendees are required
to wear protective clothing, disinfect shoes in a
footbath and wash hands before entering the
sheds on the farm
Logistics of hosting such a tour takes careful
planning, to ensure all biosecurity requirements are
adhered to, but we believe the tour is an important
step in educating the public more broadly about
industry farming practices.”
Following the farm tour, attendees enjoyed brunch
at The Springs in Peats Ridge with the opportunity
to talk further with the farmer, Inghams NSW
Farming Manager, Inghams Veterinarian as well as
representatives from the ACMF.
“The industry continues to proactively tell its story,
and set the facts straight. The opportunity to host
these tours and be transparent about what
happens on the farm is invaluable,” concludes Dr
Dubs.
Source: ThePoultrySite News Desk, 31 October
2014
www.thepoultrysite.com/poultrynews/33562/acmf
hosts-media-tour
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Australia reiterates its stance on
poultry meat imports

The coordinating body for the Australian poultry
industry, the Australian Chicken Meat Federation
(ACMF) has reiterated the fact that it has strict
protocols in place for the importation of chicken
meat.
In a statement, the body said the measures are
necessary to protect Australian agriculture and
consumers from diseases of poultry including
those related to wild birds and/or foreign pests of
which Australia is currently free. It also protects
Australians from public health risks such as
bacteria and viruses detrimental to humans as well
as chemical contamination of chicken meat from
unmonitored residues.
Contamination is of particular interest in the area of
antibiotics. Antibiotic resistance is a concern for
imported meat as many overseas countries are
allowed to use medications important in human
health management to control disease in flocks;
medications which are banned for use in poultry in
Australia.
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Australia's strict protocols have meant that, for
most countries (other than New Zealand)
importation of chicken meat has not been feasible.
Some cooked chicken meat which has been
cooked to sterilising temperatures in its container,
in accordance with Australia's strict protocols, is
imported, mostly as an ingredient to processed
foods such as some canned chicken, canned soup
or animal food.
Australia has an outstanding record in disease
prevention and containment. To date, government
driven industry regulations and protocols have
successfully protected consumers, agriculture and
the environment from significant impacts due to
exotic disease.
The ACMF believes that continuing current
practice is the best approach to maintaining
Australia's favourable public health, avian disease
and pest status.
Source: World Poultry, 5 September 2014,
www.worldpoultry.net/Broilers/Markets-
Trade/2014/9/Australia-reiterates-its-stance-on
poultry-meat-imports-1591083W/

Study: Improved broiler
production with litter
amendments
For the broiler industry, concerns about ammonia
(NH3) emission are multifaceted and include
issues of live production performance, animal
health, welfare, environmental impact and public
perception.
Effectively managing NH3 emissions is critical to
meeting foreseeable regulatory limits. Further
research by industry and academia is needed to
develop methods to manage and reduce NH3
emission.
Litter amendments have shown promise as a costeffective and viable technology to reduce NH3
emission; however, the application of litter
amendments has been limited to the few days
before birds' placements due to health and safety
concerns related to acid materials. Further
research is needed to assess the feasibility and
impact of frequent applications of litter
amendments on NH3 volatilisation, production
performance, microbial environments, bird health
and food safety.
An innovative automated aerial application system
has been developed to deliver and apply litter
amendment products to the whole house with birds
in the house. Before adoption of continuous litter
amendments for commercial production conditions,
assessment tests have to be conducted to
document the impact of the techniques not only on
NH3 emission but also on overall animal health,
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production performance and thus production
economics.
A laboratory study was conducted, funded by US
Poultry and Egg Association, to evaluate the
®
impact of different litter amendments (PLT , zeolite
and activated charcoal) and moisture levels on
NH3 emission from boiler litter. PLT ® showed a
higher emission reduction rate than zeolite, and
activated charcoal did not show a capability to
reduce NH3 emission at all moisture levels. Based
on the small scale in the laboratory with live birds,
field verification studies at a commercial site and a
university research site were conducted with two
different PLT application strategies. At the
commercial site, three consecutive flocks of
broilers were reared to an age of six weeks. PLT
was applied at 21 and 35 days of age at a rate of
2
2
244 g/m (50 lb/1000 ft ). At the university research
site, five consecutive flocks were raised to an age
ranging from 52 to 59 days. During each grow-out,
2
different rates, 122, 183, 244, 305, and 366g/m
2
(25, 37.5, 50, 62.5, 75 lb/1000 ft ), of PLT were
used weekly at the ages of 21, 28, 35, 42 and 49
days.
The results show that repeated application of PLT
led to significant reduction in NH3 emissions from
broiler litter. The magnitude of NH3 emission
reduction increases with the application rate of
PLT. The emission reduction rates of frequent PLT
application during grow-out varied from 0.08 to
0.22 g-NH3/g-PLT. Frequent PLT application
correlated with improved production performance
and foot pad quality. Effects of PLT on aerobic
bacteria counts, coliform counts, yeasts and molds
are insignificant. Frequent PLT application does
reduce the presence of Salmonella but not
Campylobacter.
Source: World Poultry, 31 October 2014,
www.worldpoultry.net/Broilers/Housing/2014/10/St
udy-Improved-broiler-production-with-litter
amendments-1632481W/
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Highlights from Poultry CRC's
annual conference
Poultry CRC held their annual Ideas Exchange (IE)
from 23−25 September, hosting 107 delegates in
total. Three major sessions covered industry
sustainability, health and welfare, and nutrition and
environment.

headquartered here, along with its national food
science laboratories and research facilities.
Dr Peter Scott gave a colourful account of his
interactions with industry as a consultant. His
presentation focussed on the real need for people
who are not only educated, but who are also are
‘capable’ of applying themselves and
theirknowledge. He outlined his frustration with
finding ‘good’ people, only to discover that some
possessed a distinct ‘attitude problem’.
Poultry CRC PhD student Ms Sarah Weaver spoke
about her collaborative research at the University
of Adelaide alongside HiChick. She described
some interesting results during her research into
maternal impact on in-ovodevelopment (in
breeder flocks), whereby a small increase in feed
intake (20g/bird/day) has resulted in a significant
increase in egg production.

Poultry CRC's annual conference allows
representatives from industry, academia and
Government the chance to hear about CRC
research and current challenges facing the
Australian poultry industry.
Perspectives from each sector were covered in the
presentations across the two-day event. Topics
included the building of ‘Sydney Science Park’, wet
litter, food quality, diagnostics, euthanasia, sex
determination, welfare measures, antibiotic use,
odour, litter re-use, gut factors driving
performance, betain supplementation,
collaborating with industry, poultry research at
various universities, the importance to business of
educated/capable people and working while
undertaking a PhD.
Additionally, it is the conversation between
delegates during breaks that forms an integral part
of IE’s overall benefit. The opportunity to single out
colleagues for one-on-one communication, the
time to introduce people who have only
communicated by email or the chance to arrange
meetings between key players is the real strength
of our conference.
Attendees acknowledge this; in these days of
instant communication (phone, email, social
media) the value of being there in person remains
paramount in developing and maintaining
relationships.
Mr John Vassallo from E.J. Cooper and Son,
Baiada’s property development arm, gave a
presentation on the building of Sydney Science
Park at Luddenham, adjacent to the proposed
Badgerys Creek airport (itself penned to begin
construction in around two years’ time).The
science park is designed to incorporate all aspects
of living and working in the immediate vicinity,
forming a mini suburb of its own. Baiada will be
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Indeed, its success is such that HiChick is
continuing the trial. Sarah outlined the benefits of
working with industry, also noting the respect and
diligence she must display within a commercial
setting (e.g. quarantine).
Source: ThePoultrySite News Desk, 30 Sept 2014,
www.thepoultrysite.com/poultrynews/33314/highlig
hts-from-poultry-crcs-annual-conference

Inghams closes turkey
processing plant in South
Australia
South Australian turkey farmers are considering
their options after poultry giant Inghams
announced it would close its McLaren Vale factory.
Inghams made the decision to relocate its turkey
processing to two existing New South Wales'
factories, cutting or relocating 79 jobs from South
Australia, reports ABC.
The relocation leaves seven South Australian
farms − currently contracted to produce 4,000
turkeys a week for Inghams − without
contracts.McLaren Vale farmer Laura Fel says the
company will continue to pay the farmers for six
months.
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"It's very bad news for us. Our livelihoods are tied
up in turkey production, but it's a decision that the
company has made and we now need to think
about what that means for us," she said.
Ms Fel says the announcement wasn't entirely a
surprise to the farmers.
"To the company's credit, they had flagged in
advance that it was a possibility (that they would
close the SA factory).While most of the growers
are wrestling with the news that this really is it, we
have an opportunity now to think about what it
means and how each farm goes from here."
In a statement, Peter van Vliet from Inghams says
it will be up to each farmer to decide what happens
next.
"This difficult decision to redirect turkey volumes to
other processing sites that enable us to process
turkey more efficiently and competitively means
Inghams will have no further need for the seven
turkey farms in the area.
"There may be some opportunities with other
processors and/or layers, and Inghams is
facilitating contact between growers and alternative
processors and/or layers and will assist in the
transition should they be successful in securing
alternative contracts."
Source: ThePoultrySite News Desk, 25 Aug 2014
www.thepoultrysite.com/poultrynews/33018/turkey
farmers-left-with-few-options-as-inghams-closes
factory

Miscanthus as biomass boosts
broiler margins
Renewable energy will 'put back poultry margins
where they should be' according to one broiler
farmer in Herefordshire in the UK.
Renewables could help feather the nests of
Herefordshire broiler producers looking to fund
new poultry sheds in response to growth from
poultry giant, Cargill, according to Hereford Times.

Hereford-based Cargill is expected to need 90 new
poultry sheds as part of development plans to meet
a rise in poultry consumption — poultry is expected
to account for more than half of our meat intake
this year, up from just over one-third 20 years ago.
And farmers such as Andrew Davies, who has
been rearing broilers at Aberhall Farm near Rosson-Wye since 2001, are supporting their expansion
by incorporating renewable energy production into
plans.
He told the newspaper: “Adopting renewable
technology simply restores poultry margins back to
where they should be. Costs of production have
gone up but returns haven’t kept pace, so income
from renewables is becoming pretty important in
poultry enterprises where margins are typically
squeezed.
“Without renewables you’d be looking at 15 years
or more to pay back the investment in a standard
shed; with renewables, this is nearer six years if
you can get your costs right.”
He has installed 198-kW boilers to heat his six
sheds; each takes a multi-fuel feedstock of
anything from wood chip to Miscanthus – also
known as elephant grass – rapeseed straw and
poultry litter (thanks to recent Environment Agency
approval), increasing his ability to deal with supply
issues or future price rises.
Further insulation from fluctuations in biomass
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feedstock markets will come from eight hectares of
his own miscanthus he has planted for the first
time this year.
Mr Davies explained: “The miscanthus will be due
for its first harvest in two years’ time, and with
yields of about 20 tonnes per hectare per year
expected over the next 20 years, this should leave
us about 15 per cent self-sufficient in energy crops
at our current rate of use.
“This means we will be less reliant on wood chip,
which we currently source as timber offcuts from
Forest of Dean. It’s a great local supply, but the
price has recently risen to £31 per tonne and we
still have to pay for chipping on top of that. So it
definitely pays to keep your options open by
making sure the boiler can run on a variety of
materials.”
He says the underfloor heating installed in the last
of his sheds has proven especially beneficial
during the initial 18 days of the production cycle
[pictured above, Hereford Times].
He continued: “It might add £55,000 to capital
outlay but before a batch of chicks arrives in cold
weather, it can take 25 per cent less energy to get
the shed up to temperature.
“Then it dries the litter out better, lowers ammonia
levels, reduces odour and keeps an even
temperature across the whole shed. I’ve seen
perfect chick distribution in that shed – even on the
coldest of days an hour after chicks arrive – and a
reduction in podo-dermatitis incidence.
“The only thing to watch is controllability – avoid
letting temperatures get too high as it’s not easy to
turn the heat down once you’ve heated what is
effectively the giant concrete slab on the floor.”
Photovoltaic panels have also fitted well in the
system. Luckily, his existing sheds already had
south-facing roof space and he was able to install
a capacity of around 250kW with little difficulty.
He explained: “The cost of buying and installing
250kW photovoltaic panels is about £1,000 per kW
– about one-third of what it was three years ago,
making it far more affordable and taking up less
borrowing capacity.
"We estimate that the panels take around a third
off power costs in the summer months.”
Investing proactively to take advantage of
emerging opportunities is good practice, says
AMC’s regional agricultural manager for
Herefordshire, Martin Waite, and is one of the
reasons farmers might have already had poultry
production on their radars.
Mr Waite told Hereford Times: “We’re seeing
applications for borrowing come into AMC for three
reasons. One is our access to European
Investment Bank funding, which allows us to
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discount loans by 0.8 per cent over the first ten
years for eligible projects, including many that are
poultry-related. A second is expansion of existing
operations, and a third is the opportunity to fit a
new enterprise into an existing business, which for
many farms makes a great deal of sense. New
poultry developments on farms with arable
operations are proving particularly popular.”
He said there are very significant advantages in
mixing a livestock enterprise like poultry with a
cropping enterprise, such as cutting back on
artificial fertiliser use and reintroducing organic
matter to the soil through use of the poultry
manure.
Roof space can be used for photovoltaic (PV)
panels and biomass boilers for heating, attracting
feed-in tariffs and Renewable Heat Incentive
funding.
He added: “Aside from impact on feed prices,
poultry production also remains largely immune
from the effects of the weather. This is proving to
have growing appeal for farmers fed-up of one set
of extreme weather conditions after another in
recent years.”
Mr Waite says two 100-metre × 26-metre basic
sheds, housing 55,000 birds each, will set most
farmers back about £1.1 million, providing a six per
cent return on capital based on today’s costs of
production; kitting out fully with PV panels and
biomass boilers could take this cost nearer £1.7
million, with loans sizes varying depending upon
capital contributions available within the existing
business.
He said: “Biomass boilers vary hugely in price
depending on their capacity and feedstock. You
basically get what you pay for, with small boilers
fed off a pellet line coming in around £30,000, up
to large-capacity boilers capable of using a
multitude of fuels at about £100,000.
"The benefit of multi-fuel is you are protected
against any one fuel source becoming too pricey.
You also need to add over £50,000 per shed if you
want underfloor heating and around £1,000 per kW
for a PV installation.”
Against this level of investment, he says, one might
expect a 10 to 12 per cent return on capital
depending upon efficiency, although some top-end
producers are achieving considerably more than
this.
Mr Waite added: “As you scale up, the efficiencies
improve and many potential producers look at a
four-shed development as the ideal starting place
– provided there are no planning barriers dictating
otherwise.”
Cargill’s agriculture director, John Reed, told the
newspaper there is real confidence in the chicken
market, boosted in no small part by the
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commitment from several retailers to buy British in
the wake of the horsemeat saga.
He said: “There are still significant opportunities to
increase production, hence our confidence in
investing in growing capacity.
"What surprised us was the uptake by farmers in
Herefordshire after our announcement. Several
approached us straight away to say they already
had planning permission and were ready to build.
It’s clearly something they had already been
considering and were just waiting for contracts to
emerge.”
But how close to self-sufficiency are we following
Tesco’s very public pledge last February at the
NFU conference to buy 100 per cent British and
Irish chicken as part of a raft of ‘radical’ changes
following the horsemeat scandal?
Mr Reed says Britain is still a long way off. “We do
export large amounts of dark meat but we are
nowhere near self-sufficient in breast meat — that
demand will continue to grow.”
Jeremy Jehan from Hereford-based chartered
surveyors Brightwells told Hereford Times that
clients of his who have applied for planning
permission to expand facilities have encountered
relatively few problems to date.
He said: “Herefordshire County Council has been
very positive about the overall economic impact
and jobs that will arise from the County’s farmers
responding to this opportunity. However, there’s no
doubt that expanding an existing operation will get
an easier ride than a new development on a
greenfield site, and smaller expansions are easier
than large ones.”
Source: ThePoultrySite News Desk, 30 October
2014
www.thepoultrysite.com/poultrynews/33544/miscan
thus-as-biomass-boosts-broiler-margins

What is RSPCA approved
chicken?
From amongst the many
calls and emails received
at the ACMF office from
consumers, one of the
most common queries is
what is RSPCA approved
chicken and in what ways
is it ‘different’ from chicken
grown outside of this
approved system.
The actual standards that a farmer and processor
need to meet in the RSPCA Approved system are
in many respects the same as or similar to those
that are applied to the rest of chicken production in
Australia. However, there are some key
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differences. In my opinion, the three most
significant things that differentiate RSPCA
Approved chicken are:
Density – the maximum stocking densities allowed
under the RSPCA Approved Farming system are
15% lower than the maximum densities that
someone producing chickens outside this system
could potentially (but not necessarily) stock their
farms to.
Perches – under the RSPCA Approved Farming
standards, farmers must provide birds with
environmental enrichment in the form of both
perching space and some form of manipulable
material. In the photo shown here, taken at an
RSPCA approved farm, these have been provided
by way of straw bale.

Independently audited by the RSPCA.
While all chicken processors have auditing
arrangements in place to comply with their own
internal quality assurance programs and to meet
requirements of their specific customers, for
example McDonalds or KFC, all of which have
animal welfare elements in them, the RSPCA
Approved Farming program is welfare specific and
independently (third party) audited by RSPCA staff.
RSPCA Approved farms are audited (assessed for
compliance with the standards) at least twice each
year.
Readers should be aware that the RSPCA
Approved Farming program is not the only welfare
specific accreditation program with third party audit
available to and adopted by some chicken meat
processors. For example, the Free Range Egg and
Poultry Australia (FREPA) program is currently the
most widespread system adopted for production
and accreditation of free range meat chickens in
Australia.
However, it is the RSPCA Approved logo and its
Approved Farming program
(http://www.rspca.org.au) that consumers are
seeing and hearing more of in store and on the
shelf and which is certainly what all the talk is
about at the moment.
What does it look like inside an RSPCA Approved
farm? Go to www.chicken.org.au to take a peek
inside an RSPCA Approved chicken shed.
If you are interested to find about more about the
different systems under which meat chickens are
produced in Australia, see: www.chicken.org.au
…or wait for a future Chook Chat blog, where the
terms ‘conventional’, ‘free range’ and ‘organic’
mean in the context of Australian chicken meat will
be explained.
Source: Chook Chat www.chookchat.org.au/
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Red Flag
issues
NSW Poultry Meat Industry Act
1986 officially repealed
The Poultry Meat Industry Act 1986 was officially
repealed by the NSW Governor on the 27 August
2014. The repeal of the Act also means that both
the Poultry Meat Industry Committee and the
Poultry Meat Industry Advisory Group have been
officially dissolved. The Poultry Meat Industry
Committee and its advisory group have worked
tirelessly to create a more business and
investment friendly environment in NSW for the
chicken meat industry and to remove obstacles to
growth of the industry in NSW. Much of their work
was done behind the scenes, and involved
meetings with Ministers and senior bureaucrats to
advise them of the economic worth of the poultry
meat industry and to remove some of the red tape
which was tying down industry growth and
development.
One consequence of the dissolution of the Act
means that growers will no longer be able to
collectively bargain unless they are members of
NSW Farmers or if they have received separate
authority to collectively bargain from the ACCC.
In the next edition of the Drumstick I will
include an exposé of the PMIC and outline the
work and the many successes they achieved
for the benefit of the poultry meat industry in
NSW.

The Drumstick Marketplace
FOR SALE
WANTED
Live-in Farm Hand
Chicken farm – for all duties
Experience required
Ph: 02 6628 4327
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of drinkers
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ft Ziggitty
Drumstick Best offer
8 x Chiki Master hot air heaters
Best offer
Contact: 0405 354 632
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Some of the issues we will cover in the
next edition of the Drumstick include:
1. An exposé of the achievements of the
Poultry Meat Industry Committee
The Poultry Meat Industry Committee (PMIC)
and its Advisory Group poured tremendous
energy into trying to make NSW a more
attractive state for the poultry meat industry to
invest in. Much of their work was behind the
scenes and as a result their work didn’t attract
the recognition it deserved. In this article I will
explore who and what the PMIC was and what
they did for growers and processors in NSW.
2. Chicken Litter: alternative fertiliser for
pastures and ways to increase soil organic
carbon
The Rural Industries Research and
Development Corporation recently published a
report on the use of chicken litter as a fertiliser
for pastures. We will explore the publication
and pull out some of the key findings and
recommendations.
3. Managing litter to meet RSPCA standards
for chicken meat production
For farms that are growing birds under the
RSPCA Approved Farming program managing
litter is a critical aspect of the program. The
RSPCA have relatively strict criteria for litter
management, including moisture content and
ammonia levels. There are a number of new
products on the market, including both
mechanical aerators and litter amendments that
claim to improve litter quality to meet RSPCA
standards. We will take a closer look at some
of these in the next issue

4. Miscanthus. What is it and does it have
potential to save growers money?
Miscanthus, also known as elephant grass, is
being used overseas to provide a cheaper, and
some say better, poultry litter material than
currently available products such as wood
shavings and other products. We will explore
miscanthus a little further and find out if anyone
in Australia is already using the product.
5. The Nuffield Scholarship.
The Nuffield Australia Farming Scholars’
mission is to develop potential and promote
excellence in all aspects of Australian
agricultural production, distribution and
management through the adoption of local and
international best practice, and continuous
development of a unique network of industry
leaders and innovators. We will dig deeper into
the Scholarship program and hear from some
recent poultry growers who have benefitted
from the program.
6. Your story here?
Send me an email about a pressing issue in
your industry or about a topic you want
explored and I will do my best to report back on
it, here in the Drumstick.
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